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WE CHOSE 
“PRIMA CLASSE”



THE ARCHITECT SUGGESTS/Elisa Giovannoni Art Director

COLOURS 
IN 

FREEDOM

MATERIAL 
WALLS

Colour has a strong evocative power.
Used through natural materials such as brass, stone 
and glass, colour is an essential element to give the 
salon the freedom, individuality and personality needed.
The pastel shades, nostalgic and very fashionable, 
undoubtedly make the space cozy and sophisticated, 
but a tribute to colour can be bold and extremely 
contemporary.

Arredare un salone significa saper 
valorizzare questo “savoir faire” 
inimitabile, significa parlare di 
eleganza, bellezza e unicità 
attraverso il nostro salone.

The scene is dominates by the bronzed 
and satin-finished metals along with 
precious finishes, such as stones and 
marbles, which do not fear dealing with 
raw materials and minimal surfaces. 
Transparent surfaces and mirrors 
highlight this game of materials, 
increasing the depth of your salon.

Maletti brought the design to hairdressing industry, delivering to you all 
the first collection designed by Philippe Starck ... it’s still in production.

It’s been years since Elisa Giovannoni has been Art Director of the group. 
She personally looks after the choice of the materials, she gives 
recommendations on fashion trends, she sets up the guidelines 

for the design and often participates in the planning 
and finishing phase of our salon’s creation. Here are her tips



FOCUS PRODUCTS/styling chairs on the catwalk

BEST
ELEGANCE

BEST
PRICE

MUSETTE, LA PIU BELLA DEL REAME, EUFEMIA & MIMI’ 
The bohemian ladies, in an elegant palette of 
pastel colours and soft colours, represent a 
sophisticated and never twee choice. 
Very Fashionable!
 

JENNY, CARUSO, MONIQUE 
A tribute to colour. 

It can be a bold and extremely 
contemporary aesthetic research.

Because hairstylists 
need to “dare”

BEST
COMFORT

LORD WELLINGTON
Genuine leather calls to mind 
all-time great living rooms, 
metropolitan classicism, a time 
for conversation and newspaper 
reading, maybe at tea time, 
in an authentic atmosphere. 
Very British!

BEST
NATURAL
DESIGN

BOOMERANG SOFT, ALUGREEN & GREEN HUG
Timeless, dynamic and captivating, 
they are the result of an ergonomic 
research in order to offer solutions 
able to meet every taste and 
modern space needs.
Natural materials, art design. 
In two words: a must have!
 



JENNY
styling chair 

Luna base

644,30 $
Mare base 

678,30 $

CARUSO
styling chair 

Luna base 

748,00 $
Mare base 

782,00 $

AFTER TOMORROW
stool

Standard wheels

197,2 $
Speedy wheels

282,2 $

“A tribute to colour, it can be a bold and extremely 
contemporary aesthetic research”
Pale, soft and delicate, the colour warms 
the atmosphere and pushes stress away 
with elegance.

COLORS IN FREEDOM



MONIQUE
styling chair 

Luna base 

748,00 $
Mare base

782,00 $ 986,00 $

BRENTA
styling unit

MANHATTAN
trolley

166,60 $

PANDORA SLIM
reception with led /no led 

with led  1.853,00 $ 

no led  1.581,00 $

COLORS IN FREEDOM



EUFEMIA
styling chair 

Opera base

1.122,00 $

GREEN STAR CLASS
wash unit with air massage 

6.630,00 $

GREEN HUG
styling chair 

Passe-partout base

1.190,00 $
Mare base 

935,00 $
Mare base

935,00 $



MINIMAL 
styling unit with led

MINIMAL QUADRA
1.003,00 $

MINIMAL CONSOLLE
680,00 $

complete 1.683,00 $

MINIMAL OBLO’

782,00 $

MINIMAL CONSOLLE
680,00 $

MINIMAL BOX optional

578,00 $

complete 2.040,00 $

MINIMAL 
styling unit with led

Natural shades, precious finishes 
and art design. 
Elegance is a question of details: 
it fascinates without ever getting tired.

THE ARCHITECT ADVISES



FIX 2.533,00 $ 
ELECTRIC LEG LIFT 3.383,00 $  

 AIR MASSAGE 4.233,00 $



WE HAVE CHOSEN 
“PRIMA CLASSE”  



FL
IP-UP SEAT PATENTED

“THE BEST WASH UNIT IN THE WORLD! 
IN MY OPINION!”

SKYWASH “PRIMA CLASSE” 
The first wash unit with inspectable seat, 
essential for cleaning and maintenance 
(exclusive maletti group patent)



Maletti Group presents “PRIMA CLASSE”  
the latest wash units of SKYWASH series, 
the most comfortable, accessorised 
and convenient wash unit in the industry. 

SKYWASH “PRIMA CLASSE”
comes in 3 different versions:
Fix
With electric legrest 
With air massage 
The latest news about customer’s comfort 

SKYWASH “PRIMA CLASSE” 
is new technology, ergonomics. 
It’s pleasure with the best value for money.
...It’s like cruising in first class 
at the cost of the third class

MADE    IN    ITALY100%

3 YEARS WARRANTY

+150 mm LONGER
WIDER OPENING 

MORE RESISTANT 
150 KG SUPPORT

AUTOMATIC MECHANISM
WIRE FREE / MORE PRACTICAL  

SOLID FRAME 
GALVANIZED STEEL FRAME
MORE STABILITY

MORE CAPACITY 
MORE COMFORTABLE ARMREST 
ERGONOMIC BACK PANEL
+150 mm WIDER



FOCUS BEST SALON / FOCUS BEST SALON

SALON BEAUTY - EXPERT KOŠICE, SLOVAKIA

SALON CATALDO, AUSTRALIA



FOCUS BEST SALON / FOCUS BEST SALON

BELLA DONNA - REUTOV, MOSCOW, RUSSIA

STIL ZHIZNI - BELGOROD, RUSSIA



FOCUS BEST SALON / FOCUS BEST SALON

VINCENZO CASTROVILLI, BOLOGNA

ERWIN BEAUTY - MOSCOW, RUSSIA



FOCUS BEST SALON / FOCUS BEST SALON

VITALA - LEUVEN, BELGIUM

THE PARLOUR - ST HELIER, JERSEY  (UK) 



MALETTI GROUP
Piazzale Guerrino Maletti, 1   
42019 Scandiano (RE) - Italy 
tel +39 0522 7631   
fax +39 0522 983344   
info@malettigroup.com
www.malettigroup.com

Promo prices valid until 30/06/2018
Prices valid for Skay B and C only 
VAT and transport excluded

Le foto sono destinate a mostrare i prodotti in un ambiente ideale
Maletti Group si riserva il diritto di apportare modifiche ai suoi prodotti.
The photos are intended to show the products in a perfect setting
Maletti Group reserves the right to make changes to its products.
Les photos sont destinées à montrer les produits dans un cadre parfait
Maletti Group se réserve le droit d’apporter des modifications à ses produits.
Die Fotos sollen die Produkte in einem perfekten Rahmen präsentieren
die Maletti Group behält sich das Recht vor, Änderungen an ihren Produkten vorzunehmen.
Todas las imágenes utilizadas son sólo para fines ilustrativos
Maletti Group se reserva el derecho de modificar los productos mostrados.

In 1982 Maletti launched Gabbiani. 
Since 35 years a group of trustworthy  
professionals has been spreading Maletti 
name in any part of the world building a minute 
network at customer’s service. 

Get in touch with your closest Maletti 
professional or contact the Italian headquarters 
for more information.
 


